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0. INTRODUCTION 

In the past five years some remarkable new ideas and techniques concer- 
ning the structure of the preduals of certain operator algebras have entered 
the theory of operators on Hilbert space. This has led to new invariant sub- 
space theorems, a new dilation theory, and new techniques for proving the 
reflexivity of operators. (See the bibliography for a list of pertinent articles.) 

In the present paper, which is a natural successor to [ 1 l] and [9], this 
theory of the structure of preduals of operator algebras is carried forward, 
and several additional interesting results are found. In particular, as 
corollaries of our main theorems in Section 2 we obtain a new invariant 
subspace theorem (Theorem 3.8), and some new and quite surprising 
propositions (Coroilaries 3.3 and 3.4) concerning the invariant-subspace 
lattice of the much studied Bergman shift operator. The results herein were 
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the subject matter of most of the lectures (given by the fourth author) at 
the CBMS/NSF regional conference in Tempe, Arizona in May 1984. 

Let Z be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space, and 
let P(Z) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on 2. It is 
well known (cf. [20, p. 401) that P(X) is the dual space of the ideal 
‘%r(Y?) of trace-class operators under the bilinear functional 

(T, L) = tr(TL), TEE’, LEWD. (1) 

A subalgebra 6Z of dip(Z) that contains 1, and is closed in the weak* 
topology on Y(s) is called a dual algebra. It follows from general prin- 
ciples (cf. [18]) that if GIZ is a dual algebra, then 6X is the dual space of the 
quotient space Qn = +?r(X)/‘6E, where ‘6X is the pre-annihilator in V,(s) 
of r%, under the pairing 

CT, CL1 > = tr(TL), Tea, CLIEQ,. (2) 

The first new idea in the sequence of developments under consideration 
was due to Scott Brown [17], who showed that information about the 
structure of f& for certain dual algebras 6E led to important new invariant 
subspace theorems. In particular, if x and y are vectors in Y?“, then the 
associated rank-one operator x 0 y, defined by (x @y)(u) = (u, y ) x, u E 2, 
belongs to $(Z), so if 6X is any dual algebra, we may denote by 
[xOy]oa, or simply [x@y] when no confusion will result, the image of 
x@y in the quotient space Qa. Since every operator L in %r(~?) can be 
written as L = Cp”=, x, Oy, for certain square summable sequences {xi} y= , 
and ( y,},~, from Z (with convergence in the trace norm, of course), it 
follows easily that every element of Qn has the form C,“=, [x, Byi]. Brown 
showed in [ 171 that for certain subnormal operators T in P’(X)), the dual 
algebra 6ZT generated by T has the property that its predual Q, = Q,, con- 
sists entirely of elements of the form [L] = [x@y], and thereby solved the 
difficult invariant subspace problem for subnormal operators. We say that 
a dual algebra L% has property (An,) if this “rank-one” phenomenon occurs 
in which every [L] in Q, has the form [L] = [x 0 y] for certain vectors x 
and y in 2. Over the past live years, many papers have been written show- 
ing that the dual algebras 6ET corresponding to various operators T have 
property (A,), and, as mentioned above, this has led to a large number of 
new invariant subspace theorems. (In particular, most of the papers in the 
bibliography are of this nature.) 

A second new idea in this development occurred in [ 11) and [12], 
where the single equation [L] = [x@y] was replaced by an n x n system 
of simultaneous equations 

CL,1 = cxi ovjl~ O<i,j<n 
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(where the [&I belong to Qa and n is some cardinal number not 
exceeding N,). Dual algebras fZ for which all systems of this form are 
solvable are said to have property (A,,). In [ 111 a very useful dilation 
theory was developed for a class of contractions T such that a, has some 
property (A,), and in [ 121 it was shown that dual algebras generated by 
(BCP) operators (first studied in [18]) have property (AHo). 

In this paper we continue to investigate these properties (A,). In Sec- 
tion 1 we consider a calculus of these properties and their relations to 
various other important properties of dual algebras. In Section 2 we 
specialize to singly generated dual algebras GXT isomorphic to H”(U), and 
we prove four basic structure theorems (Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.7) 
which show, among other things, that the class of operators T such that 
a T has property (A,,) is much larger than one might have expected. (In 
particular, the Bergman shift belongs to this class.) Finally, in Section 3 we 
apply these structure theorems from Section 2 to obtain new results on 
invariant subspaces, dilation theory, and reflexivity for various classes of 
operators. In particular, we are able to improve various results set forth by 
Shields [34] about weighted shift operators. 

1. GENERAL DUAL ALGEBRAS 

In this section we define various properties that general dual algebras 
a c Y(X) may have, and we study certain tensor products and 
ampliations of dual algebras, paying particular attention to how these 
properties behave under these constructions. Several structure theorems 
result. As noted above, if a is an arbitrary dual algebra and x, y E Y?“, then 
[x By] denotes the image of the rank one operator x@y in Q,. It is an 
easy consequence of (2) that 

(A, lIx@yl)=W,y), AE~, x,.YE~. (3) 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let 05 be a dual algebra, and let n be any cardinal 
number satisfying 1 < n d HO. Then 6Z will be said to have property (An) 
provided every n x n system of simultaneous equations of the form 

CxiOVjl = CL~l, O<i,j<n 

(where the [L,] are arbitrary elements from Q,) has a solution consisting 
of a pair of sequences (x~}~<~<~, { yj}oGj<n of vectors from Z. 

This definition applies, in particular, to singly generated dual algebras. If 
TE Y(s) and 6Z T denotes the smallest subalgebra of 9(X’) that contains 
T and 1, and is closed in the weak* topology, then LE:T is the dual algebra 
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generated by T. If, in the terminology of [ 111, TE A,(#‘) for some cardinal 
number n, 1 <n G NO, then, according to the definition just given, GCr. has 
property (A,); see Section 2. 

Suppose now that n is a positive integer, and let 2” denote the Hilbert 
space consisting of the direct sum of n copies of X. Then, of course, A?($“) 
can be identified with the algebra M,(A?(X’)) consisting of all 12 x n 
operator matrices (A,) with entries from 9(X), where a matrix (A,) 
operates on $n in the obvious way (cf. [15, Prob. 12H]). If 6X is a sub- 
algebra of Y(X), we denote by M,(d) that subalgebra of LZ($~) con- 
sisting of all those n x 12 matrices with entries from 6% It is easy to see that 
if a is a dual algebra, then so is M,(a), since it necessarily contains 12, 
and is ultraweakly closed. Thus M,(a) is the dual space of 
Q MnCa) = %i($~)/‘M,(a). The following lemma provides a convenient 
identification of QMnCa,. 

LEMMA 1.2. Zf 6E c 2’(2) is a dual algebra, then the predual Q,,,,, of 
M,(a) is identifiable, as a Banach space, with the Banach space M,(Q,) 
consisting of all n x n matrices with entries from Qa. Under this iden- 
tification, the duality between M,(a) and M,,(Qa) is given by 

Wij)~ (C4,1)> 

= f (A,, [IL,l>, (A,) E M,(a), (LL,l) ez M,(Q,) (5) 
ij = 1 

and the norm on M,(Qa) is the norm that accrues to it as a linear manifold 
in M,(a)*. In particular, if% = (x1 ,..., x,) and j = (y, ,..., yn) belong to 2n, 
then C~“oSleMnt,, is identified with the n x n matrix ([x~@Y~]~~). 

Proof: Suppose first that { [L,]}$= I is a doubly indexed collection of 
n2 elements of Q, and (A,) E M,(a). Since 

f: [(A,, [L,]>I G i lIA,ll IICL~III 
ij= I ij= 1 

f n*(max II C&l II 1 II MJ y ij 

it is clear that (5) defines a bounded linear functional on M,(a), which we 
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may denote by ([&I). We define \I( [.&])jl to be the norm of this linear 
functional. It is easy to see that if {(Ai?))} is a net in M,(a), then {(Ah?))} 
converges ultraweakly to an oprator (A;) in M,(a) if and only if for each 
fixed i and j, the net {Af)} converges ultraweakly to A$ It follows that the 
functional induced on M,(a) by ([&I) via (5) is also ultraweakly con- 
tinuous, and thus (cf. [15, Prob. lSJ]) corresponds to an element of the 
predual QMncaj. On the other hand, if [L] E QMnCa), then by restricting the 
ultraweakly continuous functional induced on M,(a) by [L] to those 
matrices (A,) all of whose entries except the (iO, j,) entry are equal to zero, 
we obviously obtain an ultraweakly continuous linear functional on 62, 
which may be denoted by [&,,I, since it is induced by an element of Qa. 
Letting i,, and j, range over the set {l,..., n}, we obtain a matrix (CL,]) 
corresponding to [L], and ((A,), [L])M,Ca) obviously agrees with ((A,), 
([&I)) as delined by (5). That [Z@j]o,,,, is identified with the matrix 
([xj@yi]o,) follows immediately from the fact that if (A,)EM,(~) and 
satisfies A ij = 0 whenever i # i, and j #j,, then 

Since it is clear from the definition above of the norm on M,(Qa) that the 
mapping [Ll-+ (CL,1 1 of QMnca, onto M,(Q@) is norm-preserving, the 
proof is complete. 

The next proposition will frequently be used in what follows. 

PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose 6X c 9(X’) is a dual algebra and n is a 
positive integer. Then 12 has property (A,,) if and only if the dual algebra 
M,(LX) has property (A ,). 

Proof. According to Lemma 1.2, if [L] E Q,,,,,, then we may identify 
[L] with an n x n matrix ([Ljj]), where the CL,,] belong to Q,. Further- 
more if X = (x1 ,..., x,) and j = (y r ,..., y,) are (unknown) vectors in $, then 
[Z@p] = ([x,@y,]). Thus the solvability of the equation [Z@T] = [,C,] is 
equivalent to the solvability of ([x,@y,]) = ( [Lji]), which is obviously 
equivalent to the solvability of the system (4). Thus the proof is complete. 

The following definitions lead to an approach for showing that a dual 
algebra 6X has property (A ,). 

DEFINITION 1.4. Suppose a c Y(X) is a dual algebra and 
0 d 8 < + co. We denote by .!&(6E) the set of all [L] in Qa such that there 
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exist sequences {xi}z, and { y,}pC, , in X satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 

IIcx,ozlll -+o, IIczoxilII +o, 
llCYiOzlll +O, IICzOYillI +O, ZEST, (6) 

II xiII d l9 II Yill 6 l, ldi<co, (7) 
and 

lim SUP II CL1 - [xi Oyi] II < 8. 
i-m 

(8) 

Note that it follows from (6) and (3) (with A = 1) that the sequences 
(xi} and { yi} converge weakly to zero in X. 

DEFINITION 1.5. Suppose 0Z c .-Y(X) is a dual algebra and 
0 < 8 < y < + cc. We say that a has property X0,, if the closed absolutely 
convex hull of the set !&(a) in Definition 1.4 contains the closed ball & 
of radius y centered at the origin in Qa, 

The following proposition shows how property X0,, transfers from a dual 
algebra CX to M,,(a). 

PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose ~2 c LZ’(&‘) is a dual algebra that has 
property X0,, for some y > 0. Then for every positive integer n, M,(G5) has 
PrvW Jfo.yj,,~. 

ProoJ: One knows (cf. [19, Proposition 2.21) that if E is a subset of a 
Banach space 5?+?$, then ZCG(E) contains the closed ball of radius p centered 
at the origin in a if and only if 

(9) 

Thus what we must show, using Lemma 1.2 to identify QMnCn, with 
M,(Q,), is that 

sup 
(CJ%,l)~9-O(Mn(~)) 

I(A,), (C&l)>l B w~2M~ii)II (10) 

for every matrix (A,) in M,(a). Of course, to do this we must first identify 
some elements ( [Lii]) of X,(M,(a)). To this end, suppose that 
[L] E X0(a). Then, according to Definition 1.4, there exist sequences 
{~~}ioo=~ and {vj}?il in 2 satisfying (6), (7), and (8) with 13 = 0. For any 
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fixed i0 and jO, 1 < i,, j, Gn, and every i E N, we define .?i,io to be the vector 
in CZ$~ that has xi as the &-component and zeros elsewhere, and we define 
jjiJ, similarly. Then II Zi,,, 11 Q 1, 11 jjij,, 11 6 1, for all i, and it is obvious from 
Lemma 1.2 and (6) that the sequences {Zi,i,,}z i and { ji,} satisfy 
I/ [Z 0 ZiJ /I + 0, z” E .$n, and the other counterparts of (6). Furthermore, if 
we define [Pi”] EM,(Q,) to be that n x n matrix ([L,]) whose jO, i, 
entry is equal to [L] and whose other entries are equal to zero, then it is 
obvious that 

II Cai,io@PiJ~l - CL”‘“lII = II CxiOY,l - CLIII + O, 

so we conclude that the element [Lia,io] EX,(M,(~)), and this is true for 
arbitrary 1 d i,, j, <n. In other words, we conclude that ?&,(M,(a)) con- 
tains all those n x n matrices in M,(QCx) with the properties that all but one 
of the entries is zero and the nonzero entry belongs to %Ja). It is clear 
from this and the inequality sup[,, E aoCn) ( (A, [t] )I > y II A 11, valid for all 
A in a, that if (A,)EM,(~), then 

Thus PZ’ multiplied by the left hand side of (11) dominates r(C;,=, I/ A, II ), 
which in turn dominates y 11 (A,)11 , and this is the desired inequality (10). 

We are now ready to prove our first structure theorem about dual 
algebras. The following lemma contains the essence of what is to be proved. 

LEMMA 1.7. Suppose that 12 c 2(Z) is a dual algebra with property 
X0,? for some 0 < 6’ < y < + 00, that [L] E Qn, and that E > 0. Suppose also 
that vectors x0, y,, and a finite set {z, , . . . . z,} from A? are given. Thep there 
exist vectors x and y in 2 satisfying the following conditions: 

IICLI - cxoylll< F 
( > IlliLl- cxooYolll, (12) 

maxCIIxo--ll~ IIYcYII}+)“~ IICL~-C+@Y,~~~‘~~, (13) 
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and 

IIc(%-x)ozjlIl <G II cz, 0 (-%I - XII /I < 6 1 <j<t, 
IIcb-Y)ozjlll <4 lICz,O(h-y)lll <E, 16jGt. 

(15) 

Proof If [L] = [x, @ y,] we set x = x0 and y = y,. Thus we may sup- 
pose that (I [L] - [x,@y,] 11 = rl> 0, and we choose 6 > 0 so small that 

0+.5 0+6 -- d+- 
( 1 

=z>o. 
Y Y (16) 

Since a has property Xe,r, we know that ZE5%0(a) contains the closed 
ball with radius y centered at the origin in Qa. Thus with [L], x0, and y, 
as given, we can choose elements CL,],..., [&I in L&,(a) and scalars 
al ,..., a, satisfying 

II ~~l--C~oOy~l- 2 ai[Li] <6n and f /aj[<:. 
I 

(17) 
,= I j= 1 

Furthermore, by definition of L!&(ol), for each fixed 1 ,< j,< m, there exist 
sequences {xy)}p”= , and { #}p”= i in s!? satisfying (6) for every z in 2, (7), 
and (8) with [L,] replacing [L]. Thus there exists an integer i, sufficiently 
large that 

11 [L,] - [xji’@ yj”] 11 < 8 + 6, iai,, 1 Qj<m. (18) 

Thus, combining (17) and (18) we obtain 

Choose flj so that fi,’ = a,, 1 <j < m. We set 

x=x,+ -f p,xy, y=y,+ f p,yy, (20) 
j= 1 j=l 

where the increasing sequence {i, ,..., i,} consists of positive integers 
greater than i, to be chosen, one-by-one, in the order indicated, so that 
(12), (13), (14), and (15) are valid. From (20) and (17) we obtain 

llx-x~l12~~+ 2 lfijflkl I(xf),xjf))I, 
j,k= I 
i#k 

(21) 
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(22) 
J,k = 1 

jfk 

+2 f IPjI I(xy’, xo)13 
j=l 

and similar upper bounds for II JJ - y. \I * and )I y (I*. Moreover, again from 
(20), we obtain 

l<k<tt, (23) 

and similar upper bounds for the other three expressions on the left-hand 
side of (15). Finally, from (20) and (19) we have 

IICLI - cxoYlll 

+ f IPjl llCx~~Y~)lll + f IPjl IICx~‘OYOlll~ (24) 
j=l j=l 

Thus we see from (21), (22), (23), and (24), that for x and y to satisfy (12), 
(13), (14), and (15), it suffices to choose the increasing sequence (iI,..., i,} 
so that the following are valid: 

j,k= 1 
j#k 

I Bj f IfljflkI I(xr', x$')I +2 f 

j,k = 1 j=l 
ifk 

. 
c 18j1 I\[xj~‘@zklll GE, 

j= 1 

I Kq’, %)I d 5 (26) 

l<kktt, (27) 

m m 

(25) 

C Ifljflk( lI[~~‘@~f’llI + 1 IPjI IICXO@Y!,AIII 
j,k= 1 j=l 

i#k 

+ 2 IfijI Il[x~‘OYOll/ <VT 
j=l 

(28) 
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and similar inequalities involving the yi/ (j). That it is possible to choose the 
sequence {i, ,..., im} so that (25), (26), (27), (28), and the corresponding 
inequalities involving the y(;” are satisfied now follows easily by a finite 
selection process, using the fact (from (6)) that for any fixed w in -X, we 
have 

lim (1 [w 0 x{j)] 11 = lim I/ [xl” @ w] 11 = 0, 16jdm, (29) 

and the corresponding relations for the sequence { yj’)} IT,. (One uses here 
also the elementary fact (deduced from (2)) that (29) implies that 
limi I (w, xi”)/ = 0, 1 6 j 6 m.) In other words, we choose i, 3 i, so that all 
the terms involving x!‘) ,, or ~(~1 and vectors already fixed are appropriately 
small. Next we choose i, 2 i, so that all the terms involving xi:) or yif) and 
vectors already fixed (including the x1!,‘) and yj,‘)) are appropriately small, 
etc. Further details of this selection are left to the reader. 

From Lemma 1.7 we easily deduce the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1.8. Suppose that ol c 2’(X) is a dual algebra with property 
X6,, for some y > 0 2 0, that [L] E Qa, and that E > 0. Suppose also that a 
finite set of vectors {z, ,..,, z,} from 2 is given. Then there exist vectors x 
and y in X such that 

and 

CL1 = cx0v1, (30) 
1 12 

max{llxll~ II.d)d(l+E) II CL1 II Ii29 (31) 

IICxOzjlll <&9 ll[zi@x]ll <E, 1 Gjdt, 
(32) 

IIcYozjlll <-% II[ZjOY]II <E, 1 bj6t. 

Proqf: We choose E,>O so small that E,<E,E,<~, p=((e+s,)/~<l, 
and 

( II CL1 II 
Y-O-EI+IIL., 

-)‘12< (1 +t)(!u-J”2. (33) 

We next define sequences {x~}~=~ and { y,},“=, from 2 by induction. Set 
x _ , = y ~ i = x0 = y, = 0, and suppose that, for some nonnegative integer n, 
sequences {x0,..., x,,} and { yO,..., y,} have been chosen to satisfy 

II CL1 - CXk OY,lll G Pk II CL1 II f O<k<n, 
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/.P lV2 11 [L] I( “2, 
(35) 

OQkdn, 

max{IIx,l(, \I y,/}<(*c’ {!!$!!~A~+c{+‘})“*, 
j=O 

O<k<n, 
(36) 

and 

El IIC(xk-Xk~l)OzjIl <-i;T 2 IIIIzjO(xk-xk-l)lll <I$? 

1 <j<t, O,<k<n, 

IIC(yk-ykpI)OZjlII <$Y IICzjO (Yk-Yk--l)1ll~~~ 
(37) 

1 dj<t,O<k<n. 

Then we may apply Lemma 1.7 (with x0, y,, and E of that lemma taken to 
be x,,Y,, and &2 = min { E;+ ‘, &‘/2”+ ’ }, respectively) to conclude the 
existence of vectors x,+ ’ and yn+ ’ in X such that 

II IILl - cx,r+ 1 OYn+,lll GP’ IILL - lI%?@Y,1lI <$+I II[I~lll, (38) 

1 + &2 1’2 
max(Ilxn+I--x,II~ IIY~+~-YJN - ( > Y 

II CL1 - cxn OYJ II 1’2 
(39) 

< 
1 + E’ “* 

( 1 
P2 II CL1 II 1’2> 

Y 

++ IIC~I- cx,@y,]Il +E* 
> 

112 
(40) 

< y lIc~lll pj+Ei+, + IIc~lll \ 
( { 

112 

Y 1 I 
-$+&;+I 

j=O Y > 
= 2 IICLlll~j+Ej+~ 

( 1 
“* 

Y 1 
I> 

9 
j=O 
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and 

lIc(-%+I -xn)OzjlII < ‘l n+l, IICzjO(xn+l-x~)lIl <+&i> 1 Gj64 2 
(41) 

IIC(Yn+l -Yn)@zjlll<&> IIC(zj~(Yn+l-Yn)lll< +, 1 <j<t. 

Thus, by induction, there exist sequences {x~}F=~ and { y,}p= ,, in z? that 
satisfy (34), (35), (36), and (37) for k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Since p < 1, it follows 
easily from (35) that these sequences are Cauchy, and hence converge; we 
set x=limx, and y=limyk. It is obvious from (34) and the inequality 
II [uO u] II 6 II u II II v II that (30) is satisfied. Furthermore, for any 1 <j< r, 
we have from (37) that 

IIC( 
k=l 

xk-xk-l)Ozj])( Q f $=C,,E, 
&=I 

and the other inequalities in (32) are proved similarly. Finally, to see that 
(31) is valid, we use (36), (33) and the definition of CL: 

IIxIl =lip IIxk+l/l <lip i 
( i j=O 

K!f!!!p~+~~+‘))“2 

=(yy&)+LJ’ 

= IICLIII 
( y-o-E1+l~e, > 

112 

II CLIII <(l+E) - 
( > 

l/2 
y-8 ’ 

and the corresponding inequality for /I y II is obtained similarly. Thus the 
proof is complete. 

Our first structure theorem is an easy corollary of Lemma 1.8. 
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THEOREM 1.9. Suppose ~2 c dR(%) is a dual algebra with property Xe,, 
for some y > 8 2 0. Then for every [L] in Qa, there exist sequences {xi}~ 1 
and { yi}z 1 in %Y such that 

(a) CL]= [xiOyil, iE N 
(b) lim supi II xi II G (My - e))‘i2 II CL1 II “‘, 

lim supi II yiII < (l/(7 - e))il* II CL1 II l’*, 
and 

(C) limi(I\[XiOa](j + II[zOxilII + IICYiOZlll+ IICzOYilII)=o~ 
ZE2f. 

In particular, ol has property (A, ) and also property Xo,Y ~ B. 

Proof Let [L] E Q, and let {zn}~= i be a dense set in x. For each 
positive integer i, we choose by Lemma 1.8 vectors xi and yi in Y? such that 
(30), (31), and (32) are valid with x = xi, y = yi, E = ($)i, and t = i. The 
sequences (xi}2 1 and ( yi),E i clearly satisfy (a) and (b). For each fixed 
positive integer n we have II [x,@z,]ll d (+)i for all i> n, which implies that 
lim, (1 [x,0 z,] II = 0 for all positive integers n. Since the sequence (zn) is 
dense in 2 and the sequence (xi} is bounded, it follows easily that 
11 [xi @ z] (I -+ 0 for every z in 2, and since the analogous inequalities hold 
for the sequences {IICzOxilII}, {IlC~~Ozlll}, and {llC~Oyi]II), we see 
that (c) is valid. That 155 has property (Ai) now follows from (a). Finally, if 
Ij[L]/) <y - 8, (a), (b), and (c) show that [L] ~?&(a), and since 
Zti% .?&(a) 2 !&(a) -, a has property X0,? _ B as asserted. Thus the proof is 
complete. 

It is worth noting that ?&,(a) is always contained in the closed unit ball 
of Q,, and thus it follows from this theorem that if a is a dual algebra 
with property X,:, (for some 0 < y), then y - 8 < 1. We also note that if a is 
a dual algebra with property X,,, _ 0, then GZ has property X0,?. (Indeed, if 
[L] E 5$(a) and 11 CL’]11 < 8, then clearly [L] + [L’] E%,(G~I). If 
II[~]ll <y, then ((y- e)/y)[A] EE~%J~) if a has property Xo,y--8, so 
((y - e)/y)[A] can be approximated arbitrarily closely by sums of the form 
CJ= 1 cjlILj19 where [Lj] E %,,(a), cj B 0, and CT= i cj = 1. Thus 
~4 = m- wY)ul+ wmu can be approximated arbitrarily closely 
by sums of the form C,“=i ci([Li] + (B/y)[A]), and [Lj] + 
(e/y)[A] E 5$(a).) This shows that the preceding theorem is sharp. 

Theorem 1.9, together with Propositions 1.3 and 1.6, implies the follow- 
ing result which is essential for subsequent developments. 

“%EOREM 1.10. Suppose r2 c Y(s) is a dual algebra that has property 
X0,, for some y > 8 2 0. Then a has property (A,,) for every positive integer 
n. 
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Proof: By Theorem 1.9, a has property A?,,,-,. Let n be any positive 
integer. Then, by Proposition 1.6, M,(a) has property X,,Cy _ BJ,n2, and this 
implies, by Theorem 1.9, that M,(a) has property (A,). But, according to 
Proposition 1.3, this, in turn, implies that cir: has property (A,), so the 
theorem is proved. 

We turn now to discuss another construction involving dual algebras. 
Let a c Y(X) be a dual algebra, and let n be a cardinal number satisfying 
1 < n 6 N,. We write, as before, $, for the direct sum of n copies of X’, and 
we define 

(42) 

It is obvious that a(“) is a subalgebra of .Y($) containing lx0 and that 
the mapping & A + A @ A 0 ’ . . , is an isometric algebra isomorphism of 
05 onto acfl). Furthermore, since Q cx = %i(X’)/‘a is separable as a Banach 
space, to show that @ is weak* continuous (from a into Y($n)), it suffices 
to show (cf. [18, Theorem 2.31) that if {A,) is a sequence in a converging 
weak* to zero, then the sequence (@(A,)} converges weak* to zero also. 
Since such a sequence (A,} must be bounded, a straightforward com- 
putation using the definition of the ultraweak topology shows that @ is 
weak* continuous. Moreover, since @ is an isometry, it follows (cf. [ 18, 
Theorem 2.71) that a(‘) is weak* closed in T($n) and that @ is a weak* 
homeomorphism between C% and @). In particular, then, Cl?‘) is also a 
dual algebra, and has a predual Q n~~, which is isometrically isomorphic to 
Qa via a linear transformation 4: QCx,,,, + QM that sati&s $* = @ (cf. [18, 
Proposition 2.51). Thus, if [L] E QCx, and if we write [L] = 4 ‘(CL]) and 
A” = @(A), we have the following equation: 

In particular, if R = (x,, x, ,...,) and j = ( y,, y, ,...,) belong to $Yn, then 
C-f@Jl E Qaw and using (43) and the equation (A”, [Z@J]> = 
CO, iCn (Axi, y,), we conclude easily that 

O(CaO.Fl)= C CxiOY,I. (44) 
OS!<?? 

The following two propositions, which connect the algebras a(” with the 
foregoing material, will be quite useful in Section 2. 

PROPOSITION 1.11. Suppose 6Z c L?(X) is a dual algebra and n is a 
positive integer such that GTCn’ has property X,,, for some y > 8 2 0 satisfying 
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y - &’ > (n - 1)/n. Then GZ has property X,, ~ l,,n,r -@ and consequently also 
has property (A,) for every positive integer m. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that J?&- r,,(a) contains the open ball in Qa 
of radius y - 8 cen_tered at the origin. Thus let [L] E Q, satisfy 11 [L] 11 < 
y - 8, and write [L] = 4 - ‘(CL]), so 11 [L] II < y - 8. From Theorem 1.9 we 
deduce that there exist sequences {l”‘): 1 and { J”‘}E 1 in sn such that 

[$i’@jP] = z, i = 1, 2,..., (45) 

/I 9’ /I < 1, 1) J’j’ (I < 1, i = 1, 2,..., (46) 

and 

/I [Z 0 K”‘] 11 -+ 0, /I [P’@ z-j I( + 0, 
11 [Z 0 y”‘] 11 + 0, 11 [ j+’ @ 2-j 11 --f 0, ZGg. (47) 

For each iE FV we write 

g.(i) _ - (xy’,..., xIf)) and j(j)= (yy’,..., yi’), 

and from (45) and (44) we have [IL] = CJ’= 1 [xl”@ yj”], i = 1,2,.... Next we 
choose j, to satisfy 1 <ji < n and 

/I [ xy 0 yy] /I = Iy:n 11 [xj” @ yji)] I/ , i = 1, 2 ,.... (48) -.. 

Since I( [xji) @yj”] I/ < II xj’) II I/ yJ” II f or all i and j, the Schwarz inequality 
yields 

j;, II c+3Y;“1ll <,g, II xji’ II II Yj” II < II 9” II II Pi’ II < 1, 

Considering the two cases II [xj”@ yj:‘]II < l/n and (I [x,:)0 yJ:‘]ll > l/n 
separately, we see easily from (48) in either case that 

II[L] - [xp@yjy < f ll[xji’Oyj!“]II + i = 1, 2,.... 
,=l 
i+X 

Since for each i E N, 1 < ji < n, it follows that there exists an integer j, such 
that ji =j, for infinitely many values of i. Thus we may drop down to a 
subsequence ( [ xJ$’ @I yJ$] } p= 1 such that lim, (I [L] - [xjt’@ yj:‘] II exists 
and is less than or equal to (n - 1)/n. Furthermore, it is immediate from 
(46) that (1 xj$‘II < 1 and II yJ:‘II < 1 for all k. Finally, suppose z E Z, and 
let z” in $n be the vector with z as its only nonzero component, sitting in 
the j,th slot. Then it follows easily from (47) and the equation 
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b( [ZCik)@ z”]) = [x$:)0 z] that /I [xJ:)@ z] 11 -+ 0. Since the convergence to 
zero of the other three sequences analogous to (6) follows similarly, we 
have shown that [L] E X;,_,,,,(0L), so a has property X,, _ ,jln,y _ H, That a 
also has property (A,) for every m E N now follows from Theorem 1.10. 

PROPOSITION 1.12. Suppose 6Z c L?(X) is a dual algebra. Then GICxO) is 
a dual algebra with property X0,, , and consequently has property (A,,) for 
every positive integer n. 

Proof. We have seen that acxo) IS a dual algebra, and since we know 
from Theorem 1.10 that dual algebras with property X,,, also have 
property (A,) for every n in N, it suffices to show that a(““) has property 
x O,l. Furthermore, to accomplish this it is enough to se that %O(LZ(xo)) 
co_ntains the open unit baLin Q&V. Thus let [L] E Q&,1 satisfy 
/I [L 111 < 1, and set [L] = d( [L]) in the notation introduced above. Since 4 
is an isometry, 11 [L] I/ = ~~~~~ < 1, and since [L] induces an ultraweakly 
continuous linear functional on LX, one knows (cf. [20, p. 403) that there 
exist sequences of vectors {x,}~ 1 and { y;}i”= 1 in Y? such that 

ILIz f lIxiOYil, LrI II Yill’< l. (49) 
i= I 

We next partition the set N of positive integers as N = (J,“=, P,, where 
each P, is an infinite set, and we use this partition to define sequences 
{li}:,and {ji}~r f t o vet ors in L&, as follows. For i = 1,2,..., let Z?i be the 
vector in $,& such that the only nonzero components of Zj belong to the 
slots corresponding to the positive integers in Pi and such that in these 
slots are placed the vectors xl, x1,..., in that order. (Thus if P, happens to 
be the set (1, 3, 5, 7 ,..., }, then .?r = (x,, 0, x2, 0, xg, 0 ,... ).) We define the jj 
similarly, and note that for each 2 E a(““) and each positive integer i, we 
have from (49) that 

(2, C-fiOj,l> zjz, (Axi,Yi)= (‘7 i!, CXi@Yil> 

= (A, ELI> = <A”, f8>, 

which proves that E = [Zi@ji], i= 1, 2,.... Since from (49) we know that 
)I I?~)), 1) jjiII < 1, to show that ?&(OLcHo)) contains the open unit ball in 
Qa(*o), it suffices to show that for each fixed .ZE$~~, the four sequences 
corresponding to (6) converge to zero. But by the way the ,Ci and ji were 
defined, there exists a sequence {mi} of positive integers with mi+ +oo 
such that the first mi components of T2, and ji are equal to zero, and the 
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desired convergence now follows easily from (44) and the inequality 
11 [ii @ u”] (1 < I( ii 11 11 v” 11. Thus the proof is complete. 

We close this section with some additional facts about dual algebras that 
will be useful in Section 3. If r > 1 we will say that a dual algebra 
a c Y(x) (with property (A,)) has property (A,(r)) if for each s > r and 
each [L] E Qa, there exist vectors x, JJE 2 such that [L] = [x@y] and 

II x II . II Y II Q s II CL1 II * 

(This property was called property D,(r) in [26].) 

PROPOSITION 1.13. Suppose 65 c L?(2) is a dual algebra with property 
(A,(r)) for some r > 1. Then a is closed in the weak operator topology, and 
the weak* and weak operator topologies coincide on 6E. Moreover, if X is an 
invertible operator in Z(2) and we set 

x-lax= (X-‘AX: A a>, 

then X- ‘ax is a dual algebra that has property (A,(r’)) for some r’ 2 1. 

Proof: The proof of the first assertion is virtually identical with that of 
[30, Theorem 21 or [ 10, Corollary 11, so we say no more about it. As for 
the second assertion, it is clear that the mapping Y: A -+X- ‘AX is a 
weak* homeomorphism of Y(Z) onto itself, and therefore X-%X is a 
dual algebra. Furthermore, if we set @ = Y 1 a, then @ is a bounded linear 
transformation of ol onto X- ‘GLX, and thus the invertible 
4: Qx-lax + Qa with 4* = @ given by [ 16, Proposition 2.51 is easily seen 
to satisfy 

4u&,~I,,)= WX-‘lQa, LE(&1(~). 

Moreover, the following calculation shows that II 4 11 4 II XII 11 X- ’ 11 : 

IICX~X-‘lIIQ,= ,stp, IWAXLX-‘)I = ypa 1(X-‘AX Ctl>l 
IlAll = 1 IlAll = 1 

G II XII II x- 1 II ,“sp, 1(X-‘AX CLl>l 
11X- ‘AX11 = 1 

Now suppose [L] E Qx-lax, and consider d( [L]) = [XLX-‘lea. By 
hypothesis, if s > r, there exist vectors U, v in 2 such that 
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w--x-‘I,,= CuOulQa and max{Il4l, Il4I)G(s IIC~~~~‘111Qa)1”2. 
We define x = X ‘u and y = X*v. Then 

max { II x II , II Y II > 6 max { II NIL II X- ’ II >b II WI II X-l II II WI II Px-lnxY/2. 
Also, [LIQ,-I,,= [xOylQx-lax since 

(x-‘/lx, [x@y]) = (X-44Xx, y)= (Au, u) 

= (A, [u@u]) = (A, [XLX-‘I) 

= tr(AXLX- ‘) = tr(X- ‘AXL) = (X- ‘AX, [L] ) 

for every A in a. Thus if we set 

r’ = r(max f II XII T II X- ’ II 1)’ II XII II X- ’ /I, 
then X- ‘LZX has property (A,(r’)), and the proof is complete. 

REMARK 1.14. The preceding proof also implies that a dual algebra I% 
has property (A,) for some 1 <n < N, if and only if the dual algebra 
X- ‘0l.X has property (A,,). Indeed, given a system ([Lii])OG,j,, in 
Qx-kxx~ one has the corresponding system (#([L,] )),,& ij<n in Q,, and 
sequences (ui}OQicn and {ui}O<i<n satisfy f$( CL,]) = [ui@ vi], 0 < i,j< n, 
if and only if the sequences (x~=X~~U~},,~~<,, and {yi=X*vi},Gi,. 
satisfy [&I = [xi@ yi], 0 d ij <n. This is easily verified by a computation 
like that in the proof of Proposition 1.13. 

2. SINGLY GENERATED DUAL ALGEBRAS. 

In this section, we restrict our attention, as in [ 111, to dual algebras LE:T 
generated by an absolutely continuous contraction T (i.e., a contraction T 
whose unitary part is absolutely continuous or acts on the space (0)). The 
notation and terminology will agree with that in [ 111. For the convenience 
of the reader we recall a few pertinent definitions. The open unit disc in C 
is denoted by ID, and we write T = aID. The class A(Z) consists of all those 
absolutely continuous contractions T in 9(x) for which the 
Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus @ T: H”(T) + f5ET is an isometry. If 
TE A(&‘), then QjT is also a weak* homeomorphism of H”(U) onto c%~ 
(cf. [ 16, Theorem 2.7]), and thus Qr is the adjoint of an isometry dT of QT 
(the predual of a,) onto L’(%)/H#r) (the predual of H”(T)) (cf. [16]). 
Via the pair of mappings (4,, QjT} the pair of spaces {L'(U)/HA(U), 
H”(T)} can be identified with the pair {Qr, ol,}. If n is any cardinal 
number satisfying 1 < n d X0, we denote by A,(#) the set of all those Tin 
A(S) such that the algebra LET has property (A,). When no confusion will 
result, we write simply A, for An(Z). In [11] we began the structure 
theory of the classes A,(S), and, in particular, the dilation theory of the 
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class A,,(X). In [9] we showed that every operator in A,,,(X) is 
reflexive. One motivation for the introduction of these classes was as 
follows. Let (BCP)(X) denote the set of all those completely nonunitary 
contractions in Z(X) for which the intersection a,(T) n D of the essential 
spectrum of T with D is sufficiently large that almost every point of T is a 
nontangential limit point of cr,( T) n D (such sets are said to be dominating 
for T). It was shown in [12] (and also, by different techniques, in [33]) 
that (BCP)(X) c AX,(#), so all of the results in [ 1 l] apply, in particular, 
to (BCP)-operators. (In fact, in [ 121 an increasing family { (BCP),} 0 c B < 1 
of classes of contractions was introduced, with (BCP) = (BCP),, and it was 
shown that Uocecl (BCP)@c Ax0.) 

In this section, we continue our study of the classes A,,, and, in par- 
ticular, we obtain a remarkable relation between A, A,, and A,,. This 
leads, in Section 3, to some new dilation theorems and some new invariant 
subspace theorems. 

We write, as usual, C,,,, or C,(X) for the set of all (completely non- 
unitary) contractions T in 5?(X) for which both sequences (T”} and 
{T*“} converge to 0 in the strong operator topology. We will also write 
Lat(T) for the lattice of invariant subspaces of an operator T. If A, 
J1’ E Lat( T) with &=,.M, so JJV 0 JV is a semi-invariant subspace for T, 
we write T,, 0 +. for the compression of T to this semi-invariant subspace. 
We also write P,, for the (orthogonal) projection whose range is A. If 
TE A and 2 E D, we denote by [C,] that element of Q, with the property 
that 

(f(T), CC,1 > =fO~), fe H”(U). (50) 

(Here, of course, f(T) is @#). See [ 111 for more details of the 
Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus.) One knows from [ 181 that if T E A 
and n c D, then n is dominating for T if and only if 
ace ( [C,] E QT: I E n } contains the closed unit ball in QT. It is also easy to 
see that if TE A, then c(T) 2 T. 

Our first result shows that for operators T in C,, the sets !&(ol,) from 
Definition 1.4 can be defined somewhat more simply. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that TE A(X). Then T E C, if and only if, 
for every sequence (xi} y=, in X converging weakly to zero, we have 

lim llCxiO~lll =liy IICzOx,lII =O, ZEX. (51) I 
Consequently, if TE C, n A(Z) and 8 > 0, then %,(a,) consists of all those 
[L] in QT for which there exist sequences (xi} and ( y,} from 2 converging 
weakly to zero and satisfying (7) and (8). 
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Proof: If TE Coon A, the validity of (51) follows from [18, Lemma 4.51 
together with the fact that 11 [z@x,] [(or= 1) [x,@z]llo.,. To prove the con- 
verse, let us suppose, to the contrary, that Td C,,, and, without loss of 
generality, let us suppose that there exists a vector z in X such that 
(I T*“z 1) k 0. We know that the sequence { T*“z} converges weakly to zero. 
(In fact, for any fixed y in S, the sequence { (T*“z, y)> is the sequence of 
negative Fourier coefficients of the element #,.([z@y]o,.) in 
L’(T)/Hh(T); cf. [ll, Lemma 3.11.) Furthermore, we have from (3) that 

IIT*"z/l*=(T2T*"z,z)=(T", [T*“z@z],,) 

6 II[T*"zOz111, 

so (51) is false if we set X, = T*‘z. Thus, the first statement of the theorem is 
proved, and the second is an immediate consequence of Definition 1.4. 

The next lemma leads to two of our basic structure theorems. 

LEMMA 2.2. Zf TE A,(H’)n C,,, then GZT has property A’,,,. 

Proof: According to the comment above Proposition 2.1, it is enough 
to show that 

(where the [C,] are the elements of QT given by (50)). Furthermore, since 
TE Coo we see from Proposition 2.1 that to establish (52), it certainly suf- 
fices to show that for each fixed 2, in D, there exists a sequence {h}z, of 
unit vectors in X converging weakly to zero such that [f,@h] = CC,,,] for 
every i. Let m be any fixed positive integer, and let J, be a strict contrac- 
tion acting on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space of dimension m with the 
properties that J, has a cyclic vector and a(J,) = {A, 1. (For example, one 
could take J, to be similar to a single m x m Jordan block operator with 
eigenvalue &.) Then, since TE A 1, we see via [ 11, Theorem 3.41 that there 
exist invariant subspaces A 1 M’ for T such that dim(& @ N) = m and 
T .k( 0 .+- is similar to J,. In particular, we may choose an orthonormal 
basis {elm),..., ez)} for the semi-invariant subspace & 0 M so that the 
matrix for T, O .nr relative to this basis is in upper triangular form (and 
thus has 1, as each diagonal entry). It follows easily from (3) and (50) that 

[ej”) 0 ejm)] = [C,,], 1 <j6m. 

We now extract from these finite orthonormal families {ejm)jy! 1, 
m = 1, 2,..., a sequence {fi} that converges weakly to zero and satisfies 
Cf,O./il = CC,,l, i= 1, z..., as follows. Let {wk)pZ I be an orthonormal 
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basis for 2. Then it is obvious that it suffices to choose the sequence {fi) 
from among the ej Cm) in such a way that I(w,,fJl < l/fi, 1 <k<i. (For, 
this will imply lim,(w,,fi) = 0 for every k.) Consider, for a given m, the rec- 
tangular array 

l(wi, eY912 I(w,, eP)l* I(w,, eI;n))12*., I(w,, ezJ)12 

I(w2, eY))12 I(w2, eY912 I(w2, eP)12... I(w,, eF,“‘)l’ 

I(w,, e~“))12 ... 

which has the obvious property that the sum of every row is less than or 
equal to 1 and the sum of every column is 1. Thus to choosefi as desired it 
suffices to write down this array when m = i2 and to observe that there 
must exist some column (say thejth) with the property that the sum of its 
first i entries is less than or equal to l/i. (For otherwise, the sum of the first 
i rows exceeds i, a contradiction). Upon setting fi= elm), we have the 
desired inequalities, and the proof is complete. 

The following is our first basic structure theorem for singly generated 
dual algebras. 

THEOREM 2.3. AI( C,= A,,(&‘)nC,,. 

Proof. Since AaN0 c A,, it suffices to show that if TE A, n C,, then 
TE A,,. Furthermore, Exner [22] has shown that 

( 1 fi A, nGo=Ax,nC,, 
n=l 

so it suffkes to show that TE fir=, A,, or, equivalently, that d r has 
property (A,) for every positive integer n. By Theorem 1.10, it suffices to 
show that 6ZT has property X0,l, and that this is true follows from 
Lemma 2.2. Thus the proof is complete. 

If TE Y(X) and n is a cardinal number satisfying 1~ n 6 K,, we denote 
by T’“’ the direct sum of n copies of T acting on 2,. Of course the dual 
algebra generated by T’“’ is (a,) (n) The following is our second basic . 
structure theorem. 

THEOREM 2.4. If TEA(X), then T(“‘)E A,,. On the other hand, if 
TE C, and T(“) E A 1 for some positive integer n, then TE A,,. 

ProojI Suppose TG A. Then, according to Proposition 1.12, 
F= TcX”)~ A and 
obviously pr’d) ’ 

by [ll, Proposition 4.51 we have F(‘O) E Ax,,. But 
is unitarily equivalent to F, so the first statement is proved. 

Now suppose that TE C,, and there exists some positive integer n such 
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that T’“’ E A,. Since 7”“’ E C, also, we conclude from Lemma 2.2 that a$?) 
has property X,,, and from Proposition 1.11 that a, has property 
x,n - 1)jn.l. Then applying Theorem 1.9 we deduce that TE A,, and finally, 
using Theorem 2.3 we see that TE ANo, which completes the proof. 

As usual, we write a(T) for the spectrum of an operator T. Our third 
basic structure theorem is 

THEOREM 2.5. Suppose TE C,,(X) and CJ( T) n D contains a set A that is 
dominating for T and has the property that each 1 E A belongs either to o,(T) 
or to the derived set of o( T). Then TE AN,,. 

ProoJ: Since a(T)n D is dominating for 8, one knows from [18] that 
TE A. Thus, according to Theorem 2.3 it suffices to show that aT has 
property (A 1), and to accomplish this, it is enough, by Theorem 1.9, to 
show that 6ET has property X,,,. Furthermore, by Proposition 2.1 and the 
remark preceding it, we have only to show that for every 1 E A. there exists 
an orthonormal sequence {en};=, in # satisfying 

(53) 

Accordingly, suppose i E A. If 1 E ar,( T), then one knows from [18, 
Lemma 4.31 that there exists an orthonormal sequence (e,} satisfying (53). 
Furthermore if R OCR,,, the same proof (with {e,} taken to be an 
orthonormal sequence such that ]I( T* -i) e, 11 + 0) shows that (53) is 
valid. Thus we may suppose that A. E a( T)\cr,( T), and hence that T - 1, is a 
Fredholm operator. 

We note next that to complete the argument, it sufftces to exhibit a semi- 
invariant subspace JZ 0 M for T and an orthonormal basis (e,,)pz, for 
JGla @ JV such that the matrix for the compression TM0 M relative to {e,} 
is either in upper or lower triangular form and has I in every position on 
the main diagonal. (For, this being so, an easy calculation shows that for 
every polynomial p and every n E N, (p(T) e,, e,) =p(A), from which it 
follows immediately that [C,] = [e, @ e,], n E N, so (53) is established.) 
Let d= index (T- 2). We treat the case d > 0; the case d < 0 is dealt with 
similarly by consideration of T*. Since d 20, we must have 
ker( T- 1) # (0), and we denote by e, a unit vector belonging to this ker- 
nel. Now suppose, by induction, that we have found an orthonormal set 
{e 1 ,.**, e, 1 in X such that the subspace 

& = V (el ,..., en> (54) 

is invariant for T and the n x n matrix for TI X, relative to the basis is in 
upper triangular form and has 1 in every position on the diagonal. The 
argument will be completed by showing that the compression (T-l),; 
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also has nontrivial kernel, and therefore there exists a unit vector 
e,+lEsX,I such that TX; e, + 1 = le, + 1 (which clearly shows that the 
induction process can be continued, and leads to the desired orthonormal 
set (e,}zzl). Since T- I differs by a finite-rank operator from 
Ox,@ (T- 4x;, it follows, first, that 0,” 0 (T- A),; is a Fredholm 
operator of index d, and, secondly, that (T- A),: is a Fredholm operator 
(on Xi) of index d. Now suppose, to the contrary, that (T-A),L has 
trivial kernel. Then the inequality d> 0 forces (T-A),; to be inve;tible, 
and therefore (T - ~)~l is invertible for all ,u sufficiently close to 1. Since 
(T - p)I Xn is obviously” invertible for all p # I, this implies that T- p is 
invertible for all p sufficiently close to A, contrary to hypothesis. Thus 
(T-A),; has nontrivial kernel, and the proof is complete. 

We remark that the second half of the above proof, which simplifies 
somewhat the authors’ original argument, is due to Derek Westwood. We 
also note that this theorem improves considerably the basic theorem of 
[ 183 for operators in Coo. 

COROLLARY 2.6. Zf T E Coo and a(T) = D -, then T E A,, . 

We are now prepared to prove our fourth and final structure theorem for 
singly generated dual algebras. If TE p(Z), let us write $& for the 
smallest subalgebra of Y(X) that contains T and 1, and is closed in the 
weak operator topology. Recall that it was shown in [9] that if TE AH,,, 
then T is reflexive, a T = VT, and the weak * and weak operator topologies 
coincide on this algebra. 

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose TE C, n A(X), and the weak* and weak 
operator topologies coincide on LIT. Then TE A,,. 

Proof: Let [Lo] EQ~. Then [Lo] induces, as usual, a weak* con- 
tinuous linear functional tj on rXT, and, by hypothesis, tj is continuous if 
a, is given the weak operator topology. Thus, I,+ extends to a linear 
functional $ on Y(X) that is continuous in the weak operator topology 
(cf. [15, Proposition 14.13]), and one therefore knows that there exist 
finite sequences of vectors {xi}:= i and { y,};= 1 in X such that $(A) = 
Xi”= I (Axi, yi) for each A in Y(X) (cf. [20, p. 401). It follows easily that 
[Lo] has the form [Lo] = C/= 1 [x,@~J, and since there exists some n ap 
such that 

(55) 

we can also write [Lo] = Cr= 1 [xi By,] by setting, if necessary, Xi = yi = 0 
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for p < i < n. The point of this observation is that we now define, for each 
positive integer n, C, to be the set of all [LJ in the open unit ball of Qr 
such that there exist finite sequences (xi}:=, and { yi}:, , from X such that 

CL1 = i CxiO.Yil, 
i= I 

,g, IIx~l12~n2~ i II Yil12Gn2. (56) 
i= 1 

Thus Ur= , C, is the open unit ball in QT, so U,“= 1 C; contains this open 
set. Hence it follows from the Baire category theorem that some C; con- 
tains an open ball BcL,I,6 in QT centered at [Lr] with radius 6. We show 
next that the open ball Bo,s in Q, centered at the origin with radius 6 is 
contained in C,. To this end, suppose [K] E B,,, so 11 [K] 1) < 6. Then, of 
course, CL, I+ CKI E BCL,7.a c C; , so there exists a sequence { [M,] }z= , 
in C,,, such that [L,] + [K] = lim,[M,]. Since [Lr] EC; there exists 
another sequence ( [I’,] };= I in C, such that [L,] =lim,[P,], so we 
have [K] = lim,[M, - P,]. Since M, - P, clearly belongs to C,, for all 
m E fV, we see that B,,, c C,. We next form the ampliated operator T(2N), 
and note from Theorem 2.4 that to complete the proof, it suffices to show 
that T(*‘“) E A,. For this purpose,Jet $ be the isometry of&r.T(ZN) onto Qn, 
de=ibed above (43), so &CL]) = [L] for every [L) m Qfl+znr,. If 
I( [L] I/ < b, then since B,,, c C,, there exist sequences 

jgi=(x(li),..., x&)il)J~~ and { ji = ( yy,..., y&)}i”= , 

in 2)2N such that 11 [L] - CzE I [x~)@,v~)]I] + 0 a& such that )/ ZiI), 
11 ji 1) < 2N for all i in N. By virtue of (44) we have II [t] - [.Zi@ji] I/ + 0, 
which proves that the set 

is dense in the open ball in QafizN, centered at the origin with radius 6/4N2. 
The following lemma (applied with S= T(2N’) completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

LEMMA 2.8. Suppose SE A(X) n Coo and the set 

WWEQ,: llxll, Ilvll~l>- 

contains some open ball about the origin in Qs. Then SE A,. 

(57) 

Proof Suppose the set in (57) contains the open ball I&, in Q, cen- 
tered at the origin with radius y. We show that SE AI by showing that a, 
has property A’,,?. To this end, let [L] E Qs with Ij[L]I] <y. By 
Proposition 2.1, to show that a, has property A’,,, it suffices to construct 
sequences {x”} and { yn} in the unit ball of A? that converge weakly to 
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zero and satisfy 11 [L] - [x, @ y,] 11 + 0. Let [I] = 4.J CL]), and choose a 
function h E HA(T) such that the L’-function 1, = I+ h satisfies I( II II Lo < y 
(which is possible since I$~ is an isometry). Then, of course, if n is any 
positive integer and we set [L”“‘] = 4; l( [e ~ 2nifZ,]), we have 

II CL”“‘1 II Bs G II e-2ni’lI II Ll = II II II Ll < Y. 

Thus, by hypothesis, for each n E N we may choose vectors u, and u, in the 
unit ball of Z? such that 

II cL’2”‘1 - cu, 0 v,l II < l/n. (58) 

We define x, = S’U,,, y, = S**v,, n E N, and note that for any fixed z E 2, 

(x,, z) = (Snu,, z) = (u,, s*“z) * 0 

since S E Coo. Thus {xn> converges weakly to zero, and, similarly, so does 
the sequence { y,}. Furthermore, for each n E N there exists a functionf, in 
H”(U) with I( fn II = 1 such that 

II IILl - cx, OYnl II 

= U”(S), CL1 - CXnOYJ >Qs 
= <“L(S)? CL1 >Qs- (fnc% CS”%O s*xJ >Qs 
= <f*, CU> L’/H;-- (f,ts) s2”u,v %) 

= un, oL’- (f,(S) S2n, L-~,O6J> 

6 I CL, OLI - (L(S) sZn, cL’2”‘1 >I 

+ I Un(S) S2n, CL”“‘1 - cu, 0 %I> I 

< l(f,, l)L~- (fne2”it, eC2ni’ll)LII +i 

1 =- 
n 

since (58) is valid and (f,, Z)L~= (fn, fI)L~. Thus II[L] - [x,@y,,]ll +O 
and the proofs of the lemma and the theorem are complete. 

We turn next to some results about lattices of invariant subspaces for 
operators in ANo. These are analogs of [ 11, Theorem 3.8 and 
Corollary 3.91 and will be of interest in Section 3. We write Lat(X) for the 
lattice of all subspaces of X. 

THEOREM 2.9. Suppose T E A,,(X). Then there is a one-to-one mapping 
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q: Lat(X) + Lat( T) that is increasing, preserves closed spans, and has the 
property that if {&}i,, is any family of subspaces of Z such that 
L%=(O), then fLd%)= L PM))-. 

Proof: It follows from [ 11, Proposition 4.21 that there exist invariant 
subspaces A 2 JV for T such that 3’ = A @ JV” is infinite dimensional 
and the compression TX, = 0. It clearly suffices to construct a mapping 
v: Lat(X’) -+ Lat(T) with the prescribed properties. For any subspace X 
of X’, define q(X) to be the smallest invariant subspace of T that contains 
X. That r~ is increasing and preserves closed spans follows immediately 
from the definition, and that q is one-to-one is a consequence of the 
obvious relation q(X) n#‘= X. Now suppose that {z}i,, is an 
arbitrary family of subspaces of 3” such that /I iE I &= (0). Clearly 
h,, uxm- 4ukm so we prove the reverse inclusion. Suppose 
x E ni,, q(x) and let j be any fixed index in I. Then there exist sequences 

o 1Y nomials and sequences { xj$}p= i of vectors in 3 such 

X- 2 pp)(T)xp) =O. 
k=l I 

(59) 

Next suppose y E #’ 0 3. Then, since TIC A@ c (s’)‘, it follows easily 
that (x, y) = 0. Thus, x is orthogonal to %’ 0 3, and since j is an 
arbitrary element of Z, x is orthogonal to 

In particular, using (59) we obtain 

m, 
0 = P,,x = lim 2 P,,(pp)(T) xp)) = lim c pp)(O) x&?‘). 

n-W k-1 n-m ksl 

Thus, 

x = lim ,T, [pp)( T) -pp’(O)l xp), 

from which it follows immediately that x E { TV(~)} -. Once again, since j 
is arbitrary in Z, we have 

and the proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose TE A,,(%) and has trivial kernel and closed 
range. If n is as in Theorem 2.9 and {K} ia, is any collection of subspaces of 
X such that ni,,&=(0), then T(niE,n(&J)=ni,,n(&). Moreover, 
if T also sutisfies fl,“= 1 T”Z = (0) then ni,,n(3J = (0) wheneuer 
flit, %= (0). 

Proof Since T is bounded below, the restriction of T to any invariant 
subspace has closed range, so (TV(&)) - = Tn(.%‘J for all i. Furthermore, 
using Theorem 2.9 and the fact that T is one-to-one, we obtain 

T n rWJ = n TV(%)= n MJ, 
( > icl iEI iGI 

so T maps ni,,q(XJ onto itself. Thus if n;=, T”X = (0), we have 

n V(K)= fi T( n W+ fi TX=(O). (60) 
it/ n=l iel n=l 

Recall that we sometimes say that two subspaces 4’ and JV of 2 are 
disjoint when An JV = (0). Corollary 2.10 can be used to construct large 
families of disjoint invariant subspaces for certain operators in A,,. 

COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose TE An,(X), T has trivial kernel and closed 
range, and n:= 1 T”% = (0). Then there exists a family { J@‘~ } A E 2~ of proper 
subspaces in Lat( T), indexed by subsets A of the positive integers, such that 
AlCAl implies J%‘~, c ~3’~~ and A, n A, = Qr implies AA, n AAz = (0). 
Moreover, there exists another family {NL}LE C of proper subspaces in 
Lat(T), indexed by C, such that whenever 2, u E @ with 1 #,u, then 
A$ n Mp = (0). 

Proof: Let q be as in Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 and let { ei} 2 r be 
an orthonormal system in X. If A is any subset of N, let AA = q(VieA e,). 
Then, whenever Al and A2 are disjoint subsets of N, we have 

from Corollary 2.10. Moreover, for AE C, let us set NA = q(V{e, + le,}). 
Then, for A # .D, the one-dimensional subspaces spanned by e, + le, and 
e, -I- pe, are obviously disjoint, so again by Corollary 2.10 we have 
.&n.A$= (0). 

CONJECTURE 2.12. The authors conjecture that if TE A,,, then Lat( T) 
must contain two nonzero disjoint subspaces. In the special case of subnor- 
mal operators, this was established in [31]. Note that the following weaker 
result, interesting in its own right, is a consequence of Corollary 2.10: Zf T 
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is an invertible operator in Ax0, then either T-l has a nontrivial invariant 
subspace or there exist J&, .J%z’~ E Lat(T) with J&,, A2 # (0) but 
A, n k$ = (0). (Proof. Let -X, and X, be nonzero subspaces of SF such 
that $ n-X, = (0). Then, according to Corollary 2.10, T maps 
q(,X,) n q(-X,) onto itself and the result follows.) 

We close the present discussion of properties of Lat( T) when TE ANo 
with one further interesting result. Recall that the cyclic multiplicity ,uLT of 
an operator T in Y(Z) is the minimum cardinality of a set n c X with 
the property that VzcO T”/i = 2. 

COROLLARY 2.13. For every T in A,, and every cardinal number n, 
1 d n d N,, there exists an invariant subspace 9” for T such that the cyclic 
multiplicity of Tl TH equals n. 

Proof Let g be the mapping constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.9. 
Let -X, be an n-dimensional subspace of X’ and set YH = v(X~). It is 
obvious that the cyclic multiplicity pLTIYp, of TI S$ is less than or equal to n. 
Assume that p T,Y’, <n so that we can find vectors f,, fi ,..., f, E 5$ with 
p<n and 

Then we can find a vector e E Xn such that (e, fi) = 0, 1 <j <p. But, since 
e E k! @ TA, this clearly implies that e is orthogonal to Yn, which con- 
tradicts e E XS c Yn. 

The results of this section, especially Theorem 2.7, together with results 
that will appear in a future paper, have led us to 

CONJECTURE2.14. A(%)=A,(%). 

The reason for the importance of this conjecture is made clear by the 
following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2.15. If Conjecture 2.14 is true, then every contraction T in 
Z(Z) such that a( T)xT has a nontrivial invariant subspace. 

Proof Let T be a contraction in 55’(H) such that G( T)x T. If T is not 
completely nonunitary, then it has a nontrivial unitary direct summand, 
and thus, as is easy to see, has nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces. Thus 
we may suppose that T is a completely nonunitary contraction. By [2, 
Theorem 2.23, either T has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace or TE A, 
so we may suppose that TE A, and assuming the validity of the conjecture, 
we may suppose that TE A,. Let [C,] be point evaluation at the origin in 
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QT, so (50) is satisfied, and choose x and y from &’ to satisfy [x By] = 
CGI. Then 1= (1, CxOyl > = (x, Y) so neither x nor y is zero, and further- 
more O=(F, [x@y])=(T”x,y) for HEN, so TX is not a cyclic vector 
for T, and the proof is complete. 

3. APPLICATIONS: DILATION THEORY, REFLEXIVITY, AND 
INVARIANT SUBSPACES 

In this section we apply the structure theorems from Section 2 to obtain 
several new results in the directions indicated by the title. The following 
theorem summarizes some known results from [9] and [ll]. Recall that 
an operator T in Y(X) is reflexive if Alg Lat( T) = Wr, where WT is as 
defined below Corollary 2.6 and Alg Lat( T) is the algebra of all operators 
A in g(X) such that Lat(T) c Lat(A). (Reflexive operators thus have 
large invariant subspace lattices.) 

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose T E A No(X). Then T is reflexive, GL r = W,, and 
the weak* and weak operator topologies coincide on olT. Moreover Lat( T) 
contains a lattice that is isomorphic to Lat(&?). Furthermore, tf A is any 
countable direct sum of strict contractions, or any unilateral or bilateral 
weighted shift operator in C,, with weight sequence {cz,} satisfying 1 CI, 1 < 1 
for all n, then there exist invariant subspaces ~2’xJlr for T such that the 
compression T, I O , is unitarily equivalent to A. 

Proof The first statement of the theorem is [9, Corollary 1.6 and 
Theorem 1.71. The second statement follows immediately from [ll, 
Corollary 4.33, or, alternatively, from Theorem 2.9 above. The last 
statement of the theorem is contained in [ 11, Theorems 4.8, 4.12, and 
4.131. 

It follows from this theorem that if we can prove that an operator 
belongs to AN,,, then we can draw many conclusions about its dilation 
theory and invariant subspace lattice. Our first result along these lines con- 
cerns a particular remarkable operator. 

Let A,(D) denote the Hilbert space of all holomorphic functions on D 
that are square integrable with respect to normalized planar Lebesgue 
measure on D. Furthermore, let B = M, be the operator of multiplication 
by the position function on A,(D). The operator B is called the Bergman 
shift; it is indeed a weighted unilateral shift (as defined below) with weight 
sequence {J(n + l)/(n + 2)},“=, relative to the orthonormal basis 
{e,,(c) = (l/m) [“}zZO for A,(D). It is obvious and well known that B 
belongs to C,, and satisfies G(B) = D -. Thus Corollary 2.6 is applicable to 
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B, and this allows us to obtain considerable new information about this 
much studied operator. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. The Bergman shift B belongs to A,,. 

This gives a new proof, via Theorem 3.1, of the results from [30] that B 
is reflexive, a, = %& and the weak* and weak operator topologies agree 
on aI,. It was an unsolved problem for some time whether Lat(B) contains 
two nonzero subspaces & and JV such that JY n JV = (0). An affirmative 
answer was eventually given by C. Horowitz (see [30, pp. 86 and 122a]). 
Since obviously B has trivial kernel, is bounded below, and satisfies 
n;= i B”H = (0) we can apply Corollary 2.11 and Theorem 3.1 again to 
obtain these conclusions about Lat(B). 

COROLLARY 3.3. The lattice Lat(B) is so large that it contains a lattice 
isomorphic to Lat(Z). Moreover, there is a family { MA}LG a, of nonzero sub- 
spaces in Lat(B) indexed by @ such that ii, n J”i., = (0) whenever 2, # AZ. 
Furthermore, there is another family {AA}, E2~ of nonzero subspaces in 
Lat(B) indexed by subsets A of N such that A, c A, implies &A, c AA, and 
A, n A, = 0 implies MA, n Z/&A2 = (0). 

This corollary makes it clear why attempts to classify the invariant sub- 
spaces of B have not met with great success. 

It is interesting to note that Corollary 2.6 also applies to the restriction 
of B to any nonzero invariant subspace. Indeed, if JY # (0) belongs to 
Lat(B) and j, E D, then 

.fi, ((I.-B)IJZ)~JZ~ fi (A-B)“A,(D)=(O), 
HZ1 

and consequently 3. E a(B 1 A). Thus o(BI &+‘) = D -, and using also 
Corollary 2.13, we give the following answers to questions posed to us by 
S. Axler and R. Olin. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Zf .k is any nonzero subspace in Lat(B), then 
B 1 J+! E A,,(J&‘) so the conclusions of Corollary 3.3 are also valid for B 14. 
Furthermore, tf n is any cardinal number such that 1 Q n Q KO, then there 
exists a subspace JZ~ c J& in Lat(B) such that the cyclic multiplicity of A’,, 
for B~J.&’ is n. 

The Bergman shift B is both a weighted shift and a subnormal operator. 
Thus it is natural to inquire about generalizations of these results concern- 
ing B to those two classes of operators. We begin with the following result 
that characterizes the subnormal operators in A,, n Coo. 
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THEOREM 3.5. If S is a subnormal operator in C,,(X)), then the following 
three conditions are equivalent: 

(a) SEA, 

(b) SEAN,,, 
(c) o(S) n D is dominating for 8. 

Proof. That a subnormal operator in A belongs to A, was proved by 
Olin and Thomson in [30], so (a) implies (b) by Theorem 2.3. On the 
other hand, (b) implies (a) by definition, so (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
That (c) implies (a) is [ll, Proposition 2.31, so it remains to show that (a) 
implies (c). Thus suppose that SE A and let N be the minimal normal 
extension of S acting on a Hilbert space X ~2. It follows from the 
minimahty of N that X =VEFO N*“X and that o(N)co(S) (cf. [27]). 
Thus N is a contraction, and it follows easily from the relation S = N 1 X 
and the above characterization of X that N belongs to C,,n A(X). In 
particular, N must be a completely nonunitary contraction satisfying 
11 f(N)11 = jlfll, for allfin H”(T). Thus it suffices to show that a(N)n D 
is dominating for T, or, equivalently (cf. [16]), that 

IIf(NH = SUP I.j‘(4l, feHr, 
i.eo(N)nD 

(61) 

where f is the analytic extension off to D. By 1119, Lemma 3.11, f(A) E 
Q(N)) whenever ;1 E a(N) n D, so the left side of (61) certainly dominates 
the right side. On the other hand, if N = jO(NJ ;IdE is the spectral integral for 
N, then 

by [36, Theorem 111.2.11, so we have 

II f(NII = ,s,uf: IU-(NJ x> XII = sup 
/I 

3(4 4-h xl .t- E JT u(N)nD /Ix/I = 1 Il.4 = 1 
d ;,;;ynD I3(4l, fEH", 

and the theorem is proved. 

It is worth remarking that without the hypothesis that SE Coo in 
Theorem 3.2 (or something similar), one cannot hope to conclude the 
equivalence of (a) and (b). In particular, in [11] it is shown that the 
unilateral shift operator U, of multiplicity n (n < N,) belongs to A, but not 
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to An,,. Thus there are many subnormal operators in A that do not 
belong to AKo. 

We now concern ourselves with generalizing the above results about B to 
a larger class of weighted shift operators. By a forward unilateral weighted 
shift in 9’(X) we mean an operator U, with the property that there exists 
an orthonormal basis {e,,};Zo for Z and a bounded sequence CI = {M~}~+ 
of complex numbers such that Uore,, = a,e,+ i, n 2 0. The adjoint U,* of U, 
is called a backward weighted unilateral shif. A bilateral weighted shift W, 
in Z’(Z) is an operator with the property that there exists an orthonormal 
basis (fn}F= ~ m for SF and a bounded sequence o = {wn}pE ~ o. such that 
wdn=~“fn+I? -co < IZ < co. Clearly WY is also a bilateral weighted 
shift. If U, is a unilateral weighted shift, then 1) U, I( = sup, ) ~1, I. If U, is a 
contraction, then clearly { Uz”} converges to zero in the strong operator 
topology, and it is easy to see that {U:} converges strongly to zero (and 
thus belongs to C,) if and only if the infinite product I’J,“_0 CI,, diverges to 
zero. (This means, as usual, that either infinitely many CI, equal 0 or 
lim k+m 1 ~,tl, + i . . . am+k 1 = 0, where ~1, ~, is the last zero weight.) We 
use the traditional notation r(T) for the spectral radius of an operator T. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let T be either a unilateral or bilateral weighted shift in 
Z(2). Zf r(T)= 11 TII = 1, then TEA,. If, in addition, T belongs to C,,, 
then TE A,,. 

ProoJ: We note first that there is no generality lost by assuming that T 
is a unilateral shift. (Indeed, if T= W, is a weighted bilateral shift, and we 
define LX, = w, and fl, = 0 n ~, for n 3 0, then T can be written as a matrix 

T= (62) 

where F is an operator of rank one. Thus, by [ 11, Propositions 3.1 and 
3.21, in order to show that T belongs to A, [resp. Axo] it suffices to show 
that either U, or U, belongs to the corresponding class (these classes are 
self-adjoint). Since it is immediate from (62) that r(T) = max {r( U,), 
r( Up)}, one of the operators U, or U, has spectral radius one and hence 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.) Therefore we may assume that 
T= U, is a unilateral shift. It is known (cf. [34, Theorem 41) that 
CJ(U,)=D-. If TEC,, we conclude that TE ANo from Corollary 2.6. Thus 
we have only to treat the case in which TC C,. This implies, as noted 
above, that there exists an m in N such that a, # 0 for n B m and such that 

lim Icc,a,+,...cr,+kl =$f ICI,cx,+l...Cl,+k( >O. (63) 
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There is no loss of generality in assuming that m = 0. (Indeed, if we set 
aA=a,+, for n > 0, we can write T= U,, 0 G where G acts on a finite 
dimensional space, and again by [ 11, Proposition 3.21 it is enough to show 
that U,, E A, .) In this case it follows immediately from (63) and [34, 
Theorem 2’1 that T is similar to the unilateral shift U, all of whose weights 
equal 1, and we know from [ 11, Theorem 3.71 that Ui E A,. Since T is a 
contraction satisfying a(T) = D -, TE A i by Remark 1.14. Thus the proof 
is complete. 

The following corollary of the proof of Theorem 3.6 answers some 
questions raised in [34]. 

THEOREM 3.7. Let T be either a unilateral or bilateral weighted shift in 
2’(X) such that )I T 11 = r(T). Then a,= “I#‘& the weak* and weak operator 
topologies coincide on Gl,, and T is reflexive. 

Proof If T = 0, the desired conclusions are obvious, so no generality is 
lost if we suppose 11 TII = r(T) = 1. It follows easily that T is an absolutely 
continuous contraction. If TE C,, then TE AN0 by Theorem 3.6 and the 
theorem then follows from Theorem 3.1. Thus we may suppose that 
T d Coo. To show that a:T = %$ and that the weak* and weak operator 
topologies coincide on ol,, one observes from Proposition 1.13 that it suf- 
fices to show that aT has property (Ai( for some r 2 1. (Of course, we 
know from Theorem 3.6 that a T has property (A I), but we must do a little 
better.) It is easy to see from the proof of [ll, Proposition 3.21 that it is 
enough to know that some compression T of T to a semi-invariant sub- 
space belongs to A and that a, has property (A,(r)). And, perusal of the 
proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that there is a compression of T to a semi- 
invariant subspace that is similar to either the unweighted unilateral shift 
U, or to its adjoint. Since the desired conclusions are valid for aT if and 
only if they are valid for ol,,, we may suppose that T has a compression to 
a semi-invariant subspace that is similar to U,. Thus, by Proposition 1.13, 
it suffices to show that a,, has property (A ,(r’)) for some r’ > 1, and this 
follows, for example, from [30, Theorem 11. This proves that aT= $?T and 
that the weak* and weak operator topologies coincide on 0~~. 

Finally, we must show that our absolutely continuous contraction T (not 
in C,) is reflexive. We consider first the case in which T is a unilateral shift 
U,. Since T C Coo the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that we can write 
T= U,, @ G, where U,, is similar to the unweighted shift U, and G is a 
nilpotent operator acting on a finite-dimensional space. Since similarity 
transformations and taking adjoints preserve reflexivity, it suffices to prove 
that U: 0 J is reflexive, where J is a nilpotent operator acting on a finite- 
dimensional space. Let XE Alg Lat(U: OJ). Obviously we can write 
X= Y@Z with Y in Alg Lat( U:) and Z in Alg Lat(J). Since Uf is known 
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to be reflexive (cf. [34]), it follows from what was proved already that 
Y= u( UT) for some u E H”(T). For any fixed vector h in the Hilbert space 
of J, let &$ be the cyclic invariant subspace for J generated by h. Then 
JI && is a cyclic nilpotent operator acting on a finite-dimensional space, 
and hence there exists a subspace Jcrh E Lat( UT) and an invertible operator 
W,, mapping A,, onto Ju;, such that (UT 1 JVh) W,, = W,,(J/ A$?~). The sub- 
space 9 = ( W,,k@k: kEA?,,} is clearly in Lat(U:@ J), and thus 
YW,,h@Zh ~9~. Therefore YW,,h = W,,Zh and, on the other hand, 
Y W,h = u( UT) W,,h = W,,u(J) h, so we conclude that Zh = u(J) h. Since h 
was arbitrary in the space of J, A’= Y@ Z= u(U:)@u(J) = u( Uf @ J), 
which belongs to a,;,,. Thus UT 0 J is reflexive. We proceed now to the 
case in which T= W,, is a bilateral shift. Just as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.6, T must have the form (62), where either v( U,) = 1 or 
r( U,) = 1. Replacing T by T* if necessary, we may suppose that v( U,) = 1 
and that T shifts the orthonormal basis {fn};= ~ I of X : Tfn = w,,f, + , . 
For each positive integer m, let Xm be the subspace spanned by the 
orthonormal set {fn>2= m. Clearly TXjcA& and r(TlXm)3 
r((TIXm)lXO)=r(TIXO)=r(U,)= 1 for every mEN, so TlX,, is reflexive 
by what was just proved about unilateral weighted shifts. Suppose now that 
XE Alg Lat( T). Then XG$& c &, and XJ XP, E Alg Lat( TI Xm) = a.,,y”t, 
m E N. Hence, for each m E N, there exists a function U, in H”(T) such 
that xl~~=~,(TJ~~)=u,(T)l~~. Of course the fact that r(TIS&)= 1 
implies that a( T/ 3;) = D ~ and hence that TI XM E A, by Theorem 3.6. In 
particular, each of the functions U, is unique. But 

so for each positive integer m, u, = uO, which implies that X= uO( T) E LET, 
so T is reflexive, and the theorem is proved. 

We close this paper with a new invariant-subspace theorem for operators 
on Hilbert space that results from our structure theorems in Section 2. 

THEOREM 3.8. Zf T is a C,-contraction in L?‘(z), o( T)z T, and the 
weak* and weak operator topologies coincide on a,, then T has a nontrivial 
invariant subspace. 

ProoJ: If Td A, then T has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace by [2, 
Theorem 2.21, so we may suppose that TEA. It thus follows from 
Theorem 2.7 that TE ANo, so T not only has nontrivial invariant subspaces, 
but also Lat( T) contains a lattice isomorphic to Lat(X) by Theorem 3.1. 

REMARK 3.9. We do not know of an example of an operator Tin A for 
which the weak* and weak operator topologies on ol, are different, but 
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Westwood [38] produced an example of a contraction T in Z(2) such 
that 6Zr= #$ but the weak* and weak* operator topologies on a, are dif- 
ferent. The authors conjecture that if TEA, then the weak* and weak 
operator topologies on I%~ are identical; if this is true, then the special case 
of Conjecture 2.14 in which TE Coo would follow from Theorem 2.7. 

Note added in proof: Since this paper was written, there have been some advances in the 
theory set forth herein that should be mentioned. First, Theorem 1.10 and Proposition 1.11 
have been improved to the following: A dual algebra a has property X,,,, for some y > B > 0 if 
and only if a has property AN0 (cf. Dual algebras with applications to invariant subspaces and 
dilation theory, CBMS Regional Conf. Ser. in Math. No. 56, Amer. Math. Sot., to appear). 
Second, there is a sequel to this paper, Invariant ,.. algebra, II, Indiana ciniu. Math. J., in press. 
Finally, in a paper entitled “Some new criteria for membership in Ax, with applications to 
invariant subspaces,” by B. Chevreau and the fourth author, Theorem 3.8 has been improved 
by removing the hypothesis that TE Coo. 
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